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we ourselves, laid down as our ]>la,ns has come true. And
therefore \ve ca,n now claim your credibility and under-
standing for our further plans.1
lie hud started these remarks in a, low voice between two
spoonfuls of soup; he ended up in rhetoric voice and I
noticed, as he finished., thai the whole long table in the
dining-room had overheard his speech. They applauded
him loudly before they helped themselves to a. second plate,
I admit that I am only a, product of my surroundings.
Ami therefore I hope that Comrade Deviatkiu, who is very
proud of his Marxist philosophy, will forgive me and under-
stand if [ only describe what I have actually seen and relate
plans as intentions and not as achievements.
The boats that were bringing the town and its inhabitants
to Nordvyk did not arrive* while I was there. I could not
risk having to spend the winter on the Arctic Ocean in case
they arrived too late for me to catch an aeroplane back to
Europe. Perhaps I ought to have done so, in order to give
an authentic account of the developments I set out to investi-
gate. As, however, I am not in the employ of any Govern-
ment and have to earn my living with economic conditions
of our world 1 had to stick to my time schedule.
But I was not to miss the ships after all. Duty brings its
rewards. I saw them in the Kara Sea a fortnight after I
had left Nordvyk. At that time the four of them—the
MolotoV) Kossior, Vishinski and Soviet-• were waiting in Diekson
Harbour while the ice-breaker Ttinnak and the cutter Litke
were battling with the ice in the Vilkitski Straits; this is the
most difficult point of the Northern Sea Route, between
Gape Chelyuskin and the island group of North Land, and
it provided greater obstacles to navigation in this last season
than at any time in the last ten years. The ice conditions in
the Arctic were said to be worse than at any time since the
North-east Passage was opened by the Russians. I went on
board the ships and talked to the people. There were
200 skilled workers5 some of them from the Donbas coal
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